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Abstract*The crystal structure of the Fe"II#!Fe"III# hydroxychloride known as Green Rust one "GR# was
investigated by X!ray di}raction and con_rmed to be analogous with that of iowaite[ It is a rhombohedral crystal
ðR2
Þm\ a  9[2089"0# nm\ c  1[274"5# nmŁ consisting of Fe"OH#1 like!hydroxide sheets which alternate regularly
with interlayers composed of Cl− ions and H1O molecules and follow the stacking sequence AcBiBaCjCbAk [ [ [ \
where A\ B\ C are OH− layers\ a\ b\ c Fe layers and i\ j\ k interlayers[ By means of transmission Mossbauer
spectroscopy analyses at 19 K of the solid phases formed during the oxidation of Fe"OH#1 into GR"Cl−#\ it was
demonstrated that the composition of the GR compound varied continuously from FeII2 FeIII"OH#7Cl = nH1O\ with
n probably equal to 1\ to approximately FeII1[1FeIII"OH#5[3Cl = nH1O[ The formation of GR"Cl−# involves an in situ
incorporation of the Cl− ions from the solution into the interlayers of GR"Cl−# and a corresponding oxidation of
Fe"II# to Fe"III# without any structural changes[ This mechanism\ which allows the oxidation of iron at the only
cost of chloride intercalation\ explained why GR formation would be favoured vs other possibilities such as
direct ferric oxyhydroxide or magnetite formation[ To con_rm this assumption\ in situ transmission Mossbauer
spectroscopy analyses were performed on iron coupons polarised potentiostatically in KCl solutions of pH about
8[ At a potential of −9[44 VSHE a ferrous hydroxide layer is formed on the metal while at −9[24 VSHE the corrosion
product is mainly composed of GR[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved
Keywords] A[ Fe"II#!Fe"III# hydroxychloride\ A[ Green Rust\ B[ potentiostatically induced corrosion\ B[ Mossbauer
spectroscopy\ C[ crystal structure\ C[ Pourbaix diagram[

INTRODUCTION
Green Rusts "GRs# are unstable Fe"II#!Fe"III# hydroxy!salts which oxidise in the presence
of oxygen[ They are transient compounds between metallic iron and _nal corrosion prod!
ucts\ and therefore may govern the mechanisms and kinetics of corrosion and passivation
of iron!based alloys in aqueous media[ Due to their instability\ their identi_cation as
corrosion products of iron and steel was rarely reported[ Anyhow\ many works indicate
that GRs can form easily in a wide range of experimental conditions ð0Ð09Ł[
The chloride!containing Green Rust\ GR"Cl−#\ should be one of the most commonly
occurring GR compound resulting from iron corrosion\ owing to the abundance of chloride
Manuscript received 8 December 0886^ accepted 6 March 0887[
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ions in various environments and to its well known aggressivity[ Studies were performed
aiming at the determination of its composition\ which leads to the idealised formula of
FeII2 FeIII"OH#7Cl = nH1O since a Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio of 2 was observed and n is probably
equal to 1 ð00Ð02Ł[ Nevertheless\ it was also noted that the composition could vary ð00\ 02\
03Ł since the Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio decreases down to about 1 as the chloride concentration
of the aqueous media increases ð03Ł[ The standard free enthalpy of formation of
FeII2 FeIII"OH#7Cl = nH1O could also be determined ð01\ 04Ł and potential E vs pH equilibrium
diagrams were drawn for a!iron in chloride!containing aqueous media taking into account
the a}erent GR compound[ Comparing the equilibrium conditions between a!Fe and
GR"Cl−#\ given by EGR  −9[008−9[414 pH−9[9955 log ðCl−Ł ð01Ł with those between
a!Fe and Fe2O3\ EM  −9[974−9[9480 pH ð05Ł\ it can be seen that GR"Cl−# is metastable
with respect to magnetite as soon as the pH is over ½4\ since EGR becomes greater than
EM for ðCl−Ł ³ 0[ In order to understand under which conditions GR"Cl−# will be formed
preferentially to magnetite or other iron oxides and:or oxyhydroxides\ it would be necessary
to precise the mechanisms of its formation[
In this article\ it is intended to demonstrate that GR"Cl−# can be obtained by cathodic
polarisation of a!iron\ direct precipitation from dissolved ferrous and ferric salts\ and by
aerial oxidation of ferrous hydroxide as well[ The mechanisms of formation of GR"Cl−#
are interpreted in view of its crystal structure[
EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of GR precipitates by oxidation of Fe"OH#1
GR"Cl−# is usually prepared by aerial oxidation of ferrous hydroxide suspensions in
the presence of a slight excess of dissolved ferrous chloride ð00\ 01\ 06\ 07Ł[ 099 ml of a
solution of 9[39 mol l−0 of NaOH were added to 099 ml of a solution of 9[12 mol l−0 of
FeCl1 = 3H1O^ thus\ 9[1 mol l−0 of Fe"OH#1 was precipitated\ leaving in solution an excess
of 9[92 mol l−0 of dissolved ferrous chloride[ Magnetic stirring "½499 rpm# in the open
air ensured a progressive homogeneous oxidation of the precipitate and a thermostat
controlled the temperature\ kept at 14 "29[4#>C[ Reactions were monitored by recording
the potential E of a platinum electrode dipped in solution\ using the saturated calomel
electrode as reference "but all potentials in the following refer to the standard hydrogen
electrode\ SHE#[ The solid phases were analysed by transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy\
TMS\ at 19 K at various stages of the reaction\ from the initial precipitation of Fe"OH#1
to its complete transformation into GR"Cl−#[ The samples were _ltrated and prepared
for TMS measurements under inert N1 atmosphere and placed in a cryostat at low
temperature under an inert He atmosphere for preventing any unwitting oxidation[ The
temperature of 19 K was chosen so as to discriminate clearly Fe"OH#1 from GR"Cl−#\
since Fe"OH#1 is magnetically ordered under the Neel temperature of 23 K ð08Ł\ whereas
GRs remain paramagnetic down to 04 K ð19\ 10Ł[ To achieve analyses at such a
temperature\ a closed Mossbauer cryogenic workstation with vibrations isolation stand
manufactured by Cryo Industries of Americaþ was used[ Helium exchange gas thermally
coupled the sample to the refrigerator in order to operate down to 04 K[
Direct precipitation of GR"Cl−#
Since mixed M"II#!M?"III# pyroaurite!like hydroxysalts can be prepared by copre!
cipitation from M"II# and M?"III# salts ð11Ð13Ł\ a new and simplest way of preparing
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GR"Cl−# was attempted\ by means of a direct precipitation from ferrous and ferric salts[
Aqueous solutions of ferrous chloride\ ferric chloride and caustic soda were mixed\ with
a NaOH concentration of 0 mol l−0\ a ratio "ðFeCl1Ł¦ðFeCl2Ł#:ðNaOHŁ of 9[5 and a
ðFeCl1Ł:ðFeCl2Ł\ that is Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio of 2[ The resulting green precipitate was
immediately analysed by TMS at 19 K without allowing any oxidation[
Electrochemical cell for in situ Mossbauer spectroscopy
Electrochemical experiments were performed by use of a three electrodes cell designed
speci_cally for TMS measurements[ The reference electrode was a saturated calomel
electrode and the counter electrode a platinum wire[ A Radiometer PGP!190þ potent!
iostat monitored by means of the VoltaMaster!0þ software was used for potentiostatic
experiments[ The 8 cm1 working electrodes were prepared from 49 mm foil of a!Fe
"88[4 min[# provided by Goodfellowþ[ They were immersed in a 0 mol l−0 KCl solution
with a pH of 8[ The electrochemical cell\ previously devised by Chanson et al[ ð14Ł for
the study of the electrochemical behaviour of iron in strongly alkaline solution was
adapted to our purpose[ The cell was designed in order that the thickness of the
electrolyte crossed by the gamma ray beam was as thin as possible using two adjustable
te~on windows[ The body of the cell was made from a plexiglas block[ Viton seals were
pressed onto the windows and their support by stainless steel joiner!cramps[ The lid of
the cell was easily removable which allowed the setting of the various electrodes[ The
TMS device was a constant!acceleration Mossbauer spectrometer with a 14 mCi source
of 46Co in Rh[ The velocity was calibrated with a 14 mm foil of a!Fe and all experiments
were performed at room temperature[
X!ray diffraction analysis
The samples to be analysed by X!ray di}raction "XRD# were _ltered\ dried 01 hours
in a glove bag under nitrogen and ground to powder[ They were then poured into
Lindemann glass tubes "1 mm diameter and 9[90 mm thick# which were sealed immediately
after[ The study was performed with a classical vertical axis counter di}ractometer[ A
0 kW Mo source was used and a quartz monochromator with a long focalisation distance
"469 mm# gave an angular resolution G"FWHM#  9[93> "u#[ However\ it was increased up
to 9[97> by the thickness of the used Lindemann glass[ As a complementary technique\
the di}raction pattern was recorded using a Curve Position Sensitive Detector "CPS 019
INELþ# placed in horizontal position\ using a rotating anode X!ray generator "00[3 kW#[
The sample was set in the centre of the di}ractometer\ in the rotating crystal condition[
RESULTS
TMS monitorin` at 19 K of the formation of GR"Cl−# by aerial oxidation of Fe"OH#1
The evolution with time of the redox potential E during the oxidation reaction of a
Fe"OH#1 suspension can be described as follows "Fig[ 0#] E stays approximately constant
during thirty minutes\ then increases continuously before reaching a maximum[ This
_rst part corresponds to the transformation of Fe"OH#1 into GR ð01Ł[ In the second
part\ E decreases\ reaches a plateau and then increases again[ This corresponds to the
oxidation of the GR into ferric oxyhydroxides and:or magnetite ð01Ł[ Five samplings
were made during the _rst reaction stage\ when Fe"OH#1 was oxidising into GR"Cl−#[
The precipitates were then analysed by TMS at 19 K "Fig[ 0 and Table 0#[
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Fig[ 0[ Mossbauer spectra measured at 19 K of samples 0 to 4\ at various stages of the oxidation of ferrous
hydroxide into GR"Cl−# and corresponding E vs time curve showing the location of the various samplings "the
potential axis is downward#[ TMS] = = = experimental curve^ *** elementary quadrupole doublets^ Ð Ð Ð global
computed curve[
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Table 0[ TMS analyses at 19 K of samples 0Ð4\ at various stages of the oxidation of ferrous hydroxide into
GR"Cl−#^ composition of the sample and hyper_ne parameters of the GR compound

) Fe"OH#1
) GR
GR sites
D0¦1
D2

) Fe"OH#1
) GR
GR sites
D0
D1
D2

d
0[21
9[35

d
0[20
0[20
9[41

Sample 0

Sample 1

75[7
02[1
DEQ
1[55
9[27

51[7
26[1
DEQ
1[54
9[30

d
0[20
9[34

RA
09
2[1

RA
17[2
7[8

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

33[1
44[7
DEQ
1[64
1[46
9[28

14[0
63[8
DEQ
1[67
1[44
9[26

9
099
DEQ
1[78
1[46
9[39

RA
11[4
08[5
02[6

d
0[20
0[20
9[41

RA
16[2
14[4
11[0

d
0[20
0[18
9[39

RA
26
21
20

d  isomer shift with respect to metallic a!iron in mm s−0^ DEQ  quadrupole splitting in mm s−0^ RA  relative
abundance in )[ Widths are constrained to be equal for each Lorentzian!shape line[

The spectrum of magnetically ordered ferrous hydroxide is composed of eight lines as
due to the coupling of a large quadrupole splitting with a small hyper_ne _eld ð08\ 15Ł[
According to a theoretical treatment ð10Ł\ two of these lines should overlap\ and the
spectrum would have been _tted with only seven lines[ However\ some additional peaks
were to be used\ indicating that the compound was not pure ferrous hydroxide[ This
con_rms a previous study based on TMS analysis at 67 K ð16\ 17Ł and is interpreted as
the consequence of the presence of a few percents of chloride ions substituted for
OH− ions in the hydroxide lattice[ In such chloride!containing ferrous hydroxides\
Fe"OH#1−xClx ð16\ 17Ł\ there exist two iron sites\ the _rst one identical to what is found
in pure Fe"OH#1\ that is an iron atom in the centre of an octahedron made of 5 OH−
ions\ the second one corresponding to an iron atom in an octahedron built on 4 OH−
ions and 0 Cl− ion[ The spectrum of GR"Cl−# at 19 K remained that of a paramagnetic
compound[ It is essentially composed of two quadrupole doublets D0¦1 and D2\ but the
computer _ttings were in most cases more reliable with D0¦1 splitted in two distinct
doublets D0 and D1[ D0 and D1 are due to the Fe"II# cations inside GR whereas D2 is
due to the Fe"III# cations ð01Ł^ the "D0¦D1#:D2 ratio measures the overall Fe"II#:Fe"III#
ratio of the compound[
Sample 0\ taken about one minute after precipitation is essentially made of ferrous
hydroxide\ but GR"Cl−# already appears in a non!negligible proportion\ about 02)[ As
the oxidation goes on\ the proportion of GR"Cl−# increases at the expense of that of
ferrous hydroxide\ until all Fe"OH#1 is consumed "sample 4#[ Two stages must be
distinguished\ relating to the composition of the GR[ In a _rst step of the oxidation\
the composition remains constant\ corresponding to a Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio of 2 "samples
0Ð2#[ Simultaneously\ the redox potential of the solution stays approximately constant[
In a second part\ the composition of GR"Cl−# varies and its Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio decreases
down to 1[12 at the end of the reaction\ i[e[ for sample 4[ In this case\ the redox
potential increases continuously[
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Precipitation of GR"Cl−# from ferrous and ferric chlorides
The TMS spectrum at 19 K "Fig[ 1# of the precipitate obtained is clearly that of
GR"Cl−#[ The hyper_ne parameters of the three quadrupole doublets are similar to
those obtained for samples 0Ð4 described above[ D0\ D1 and D2 have quadrupole splitting
values DEQ of 1[71\ 1[41 and 9[26 mm s−0 and relative abundances of 24\ 26 and 17)\
respectively[ Therefore\ Fe"II#!Fe"III# oxides with spinel structure\ similar to magnetite\
are not obtained when the Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio is large\ while they usually result from
such coprecipitation syntheses when the Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio is lower than 9[4 ð18Ł[
Electrochemically induced corrosion of iron in KCl solutions
An E vs pH Pourbaix diagram of iron in chloride containing aqueous solution was
drawn "Fig[ 2# for a Cl− activity similar to that of a 0 M KCl solution\ i[e[ aðCl−Ł ¼ 9[44
if computed by extended Debye!Huckel law] −log gi  ð9[40Z1i zIŁ:ð0¦a9i 9[22×097zIŁ
with an ionic strength I  0\ an e}ective diameter a9i  2[9×09−7 for i  Cl−[ In this
diagram\ the chloride!containing GR was taken into account by using the standard free
enthalpy of formation estimated previously ð04Ł[ Its chemical formula was set at
Fe3"OH#7Cl = nH1O ð00\ 01\ 29Ł\ that is the composition of the GR which forms initially
from ferrous hydroxide[ Two potential values were chosen accordingly\ the _rst one at
−9[44 V\ the second one at −9[24 V[ At the pH values considered here\ about 8\ the
_rst point is thus located in the domain of Fe"OH#1 and the second point in the domain
of GR"Cl−# "$ in Fig[ 2#[ The TMS spectra "Fig[ 3# were obtained after 3 days of
polarisation[ The spectrum corresponding to E  −9[44 V could be obtained in situ in

Fig[ 1[ Mossbauer spectrum measured at 19 K of GR"Cl−# precipitated from ferrous and ferric chloride solutions[
= = = experimental curve^ *** elementary quadrupole doublets^ *! global computed curve[
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Fig[ 2[ E!pH equilibrium diagram of the system Fe:chloride containing solution at 14>C for an activity
aðCl−Ł  9[44\ corresponding to a 0 M KCl solution ð04Ł[ GR"Cl−# was taken at Fe3"OH#7Cl = nH1O[ $ indicates
the conditions of corroding the iron coupons[

the electrochemical cell\ indicating that the main part of the rust layer adhered to the
iron substrate[ In contrast\ only the a!iron spectrum was obtained in situ for E  −9[24 V
"not represented in Fig[ 3#^ the rust layer did not adhere to the metallic surface and the
corrosion products deposited in the bottom of the cell were analysed ex situ after
_ltration at room temperature under an inert N1 atmosphere[ The computer _ttings\
realised with Lorentzian!shape lines constrained to have the same width at half maximum\
revealed the presence of two components in the _rst spectrum and six in the second one
"Table 1#[ For E  −9[44 V\ the main component is the sextet of a!Fe[ It is accompanied
by a quadrupole doublet having hyper_ne parameters characteristic of a ferrous
compound[ A value of DEQ  1[74 mm s−0 is typical of ferrous hydroxide at room
temperature ð08\ 15Ł[ In contrast\ for E  −9[24 V\ three sextets\ S0\ S1 and S2\ and
three doublets\ D0\ D1 and D2\ are present[ S0 and S1\ characterised by large hyper_ne
_elds H and nil DEQ\ can be attributed to magnetite Fe2O3 ð20\ 21Ł[ S2 owns a smaller
hyper_ne _eld and a negative DEQ value of −9[2 mm s−0[ It rather corresponds to poorly
crystallised goethite ð22\ 23Ł[ But the main part of the spectrum "61)# is due to the
quadrupole doublets\ two ferrous\ D0 and D1\ and one ferric\ D2[ Such a spectrum\ with
DEQ values around 1[1 mm s−0 for the ferrous doublets\ is typical of GR"Cl−# at room
temperature[ In conclusion\ the electrochemically induced corrosion products are those
predicted by the Pourbaix diagram of Fig[ 2 in the considered pH and aðCl−Ł conditions[
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Fig[ 3[ Mossbauer spectra measured at room temperature of the electrochemically induced corrosion products
of a!iron in a 0 M KCl solution of pH about 8\ compared to that of standard GR"Cl−#[ = = = experimental curve^
*** elementary quadrupole doublets^ Ð Ð Ð global computed curve[

XRD analysis of GR"Cl−#
The samples analysed by XRD are similar to sample 4 described above\ and are thus
constituted only of the GR compound[ This is con_rmed by the XRD pattern shown
in Fig[ 4 where not a single trace of ferric oxyhydroxide or magnetite is detected\ which
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Table 1[ Mossbauer data at room temperature of the electrochemically induced corrosion products of a!iron in a
0 M KCl solution of pH about 8\ compared with those of standard GR"Cl−#
Spectrum obtained with E  −9[44 V
"FWHM  9[18#

FH
a!Fe

d
0[19
9

DEQ
1[74
9

H
9
220

Standard GR"Cl−# at RT"¦#
"FWHM  9[42#
d
DEQ
RA
0[11
1[23
18
D0
D1
0[00
1[91
22
D2
9[24
9[47
27

Spectrum obtained with E  −9[24 V "FWHM  9[38#
RA
04
74

D0
D1
D2
S0
S1
S2

d
0[14
9[87
9[39
9[11
9[54
9[12

DEQ
1[16
1[06
9[45
9
9
−9[20

H
9
9
9
347
311
203

RA
10
03
26
6
05 "FWHM  9[63#
4

"¦#
GR sample obtained by aerial oxidation of ferrous hydroxide\ similar to sample 4 described previously[
d  isomer shift with respect to metallic a!iron in mm s−0^ DEQ  quadrupole splitting in mm s−0 ^ RA  relative
abundance in )[ Full widths at half maximum "FWHM#\ given in mm s−0\ are constrained to be equal for each
Lorentzian!shape line[

indicates that the compound did not oxidise[ However\ some of the lines which are very
broad overlap\ especially at large angles[ For this reason the interpretation of the
spectrum was limited to the range 9Ð06> "u#[ The relative intensities of the di}raction

Fig[ 4[ X!ray powder di}raction pattern of GR"Cl−#[ "MoKa0 radiation\ l  9[969829 nm#[
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lines were estimated by the {Di}ract AT| program[ Observed interplanar distances and
intensities are listed in Table 2[

DISCUSSION
Crystal structure of GR"Cl−#
The crystal structures of GRs were assumed to be similar to that of the mineral
pyroaurite ð1\ 24Ł\ MgII5 FeIII
1 "OH#05CO2 = 3H1O as determined by Allmann ð25Ł and Ingram
and Taylor ð26Ł[ As demonstrated by the results listed in Table 2\ a structural model
derived from the pyroaurite structure\ that is conserving its main features\ can be
reasonably proposed for GR"Cl−#[ This model is derived from the crystal structure
proposed for iowaite\ the Mg"II#!Fe"III# pyroaurite!like mineral incorporating Cl− ions
ð27Ł[ Iowaite consists of hydroxide sheets ðMgII2 FeIII"OH#7Ł¦\ positively charged due to
the trivalent Fe cations\ which alternate regularly with negatively charged interlayers
ðCl=1H1OŁ− made of anions and water molecules[ The rhombohedral structure cor!

Table 2[ X!ray di}raction data "MoKa0 radiation# compared with computed
interplanar distances "nm# and intensities of GR"Cl−#[ a  9[2089"0# nm and
c  1[274"5# nm
hkl

dobs

dcalc

Iobs:I0

Icalc:I0

992
995
090
901
998
093
904
096
907
9901
0909
9000
009
002
0902
005
9003
910
191
008
913
194:9907
0905
916
197:9006
0001

9[686 "2#
9[2855 "7#
9[1633 "5#
9[1581 "3#
9[153 "0#
9[142 "1#
9[1281 "2#
9[105 "1#
9[1916 "2#
9[087 "0#
9[0797 "3#
9[0691 "4#
9[0484 "0#
9[0452 "0#
9[0415 "6#
9[0368 "0#
9[0337 "2#
Ð
9[0264 "2#
9[0253 "1#
9[0237 "2#
9[0212 "2#
9[0298 "3#
9[0173 "3#
9[0140 "1#
9[0139 "2#

9[6849
9[2864
9[1633
9[1580
9[1549
9[1496
9[1280
9[1035
9[1915
9[0877
9[0794
9[0695
9[0484
9[0453
9[0417
9[0379
9[0349
9[0268
9[0261
9[0256
9[0235
9[0215
9[0201
9[0179
9[0141
9[0133

099
20[4

099
20[4

23

29[7

3[4
10
1
08[1

4[3
10[4
2[9
10[3

4[4
3[4
8[9
09[3
4
3[2
2

5[2
5[0
7[6
00[2
2[8
4[8
1[5

4

4[2

0[4
5

9[7
5[1

9[4
4

9[7
2[7
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responds to the OH− layer sequence AB BC CA ðFig[ 5"a#Ł[ Mg and Fe atoms of the
hydroxide layers are randomly distributed among the octahedral positions[ The interlayers
are mainly composed of Cl− ions and oxygen atoms belonging to the water molecules
which are extensively disordered and preferentially situated at about 9[939 nm o} the
threefold axis connecting two OH− ions of adjacent hydroxide layers[
According to the chemical analyses performed on iowaite ð27Ł\ there are approximately
two water molecules per chloride ion\ a value which was consequently admitted for
GR"Cl−#[ The composition of the sample studied here is then close to
Fe2[1"OH#5[3Cl = 1H1O "cf[ discussion hereafter#[ The SHELXL!82 program was used to
re_ne the various parameters "Table 3#\ allowing us to decrease the reliability factor
R0  S=Fobs−Fcalc=:SFobs down to 9[964[ In contrast with the work of Braithwate et al[
ð27Ł\ Cl− ions and water molecules were left free to occupy di}erent sites\ but this did
not result in fundamental modi_cations[ The _t improved with H1O slightly closer to
the OH!OH threefold axis than Cl−\ at 9[921 nm vs 9[979 nm ðFig[ 5"b#Ł[ It is consistent
with the ionic radii of Cl− and OH− "9[070 vs 9[024 nm# ð28Ł and the spacing of the

Fig[ 5[ Crystal structure of GR"Cl−#[ "a# Stacking sequence[ "b# Disposition of water molecules and chloride ions
in an interlayer viewed along ð990Ł[ Only one interlayer\ one OH− and one Fe layer below it are represented[
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Table 3[ "a# Reduced coordinates of atoms in GR"Cl−# and temperature factors

Fe
O "OH−#
O "H1O#
Cl−

x

y

z

U00

U11

U22

U12

U02

U01

9
9
9[0
9[14

9
9
9[0
9[14

9
9[264
9[4
9[4

9[998
9[903
9[04
9[2

9[998
9[903
9[04
9[2

9[914
9[95
9[97
9[97

9
9
9[91
9[91

9
9
−9[91
−9[91

9[9934
9[996
9[0
9[0

"b# Layer to layer and interatomic distances in nm

Fe!OH−] 9[988

Layer to layer distances
OH−!OH− in hydroxide layer] 9[088

OH−!interlayer] 9[187

Fe!OH−] 9[198
OH−!H1O] 9[299

Interatomic distances
OH−!OH− "5#] 9[208
OH−!Cl−] 9[298

OH−!OH− "2#] 9[166
Cl−!H1O "min[#] 9[219

interlayers as revealed by the OH!Cl distance presented in Table 3 along with the other
interatomic distances[
Composition and mechanisms of formation of GR"Cl−#
The formation of GR"Cl−# involves two reaction stages[ In the _rst step which
corresponds to the _rst thirty minutes\ the redox potential varies only slightly\ and the
composition of GR"Cl−# is constant[ As demonstrated by Mossbauer spectroscopy\
samples 0Ð2 keep the same Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio close to 2\ leading to formula
FeII2 FeIII"OH#7Cl = nH1O usually proposed for GR"Cl−# ð00Ð02Ł[ It is also demonstrated
that part of the GR is formed during precipitation\ since 02) of the initial solid is
made of GR[ This is more likely due to the presence of dissolved oxygen in the solutions\
which allows the formation of some Fe"III# during precipitation[ This process is very
similar to that observed during the coprecipitation from ferrous and ferric chlorides as
described previously "cf[ Fig[ 1#[ Positively charged hydroxide layers containing Fe"III#
cations would form initially before adsorbing anions\ in this case Cl−\ and water
molecules[ These precursors would then merge alternatively during the growth of micro!
crystals of GR"Cl−#[ The same mechanism has been proposed during the formation and
ageing of various hydroxides and hydroxy!salts\ such as Ni"OH#1 ð39\ 30Ł[
In the second step of the reaction\ the composition of GR"Cl−# does not stay constant
any more[ The Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio decreases continuously to reach a value of about
1[1[ Such a variation was already observed ð00\ 02Ł and GR"Cl−# compounds with
Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratios down to 1 were reported to form in the presence of large chloride
concentrations\ about 1 to 3 mol l−0 ð03Ł[ The Mossbauer analysis of the various GR
samples demonstrate that the hyper_ne parameters of the various sites do not change
during the reaction\ except for the relative areas\ which indicate that the various
crystallographic sites do not change[ This implies that the local environments of the Fe
atoms are kept unchanged[ According to Murad and Taylor who studied the mechanisms
of oxidation of GR"CO1−
2 # by TMS ð31\ 32Ł\ new ferrous and ferric sites appear when
the oxidation produces an excess of ferric ions\ which is more likely due to the correlative
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formation of O1− ions replacing OH− ions in the hydroxide sheets[ Thus\ the continuous
oxidation of GR"Cl−#\ which implies the decrease of the Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio\ is related
to the continuous enrichment of the interlayers with chloride ions\ the intercalation of
one Cl− leading to the loss of one electron\ that is the oxidation of one Fe"II# into
one Fe"III#[ This is con_rmed by the chemical analyses performed by Schwertmann
and Fechter ð02Ł during the formation of GR"Cl−#\ who observed that whereas the
Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio was decreasing from 2 to 1\ the chloride concentration in solution
was also decreasing\ and the Fe"III#:Cl− ratio staying close to 0 "cf[ Fig[ 0 from ð02Ł#[
According to the crystal structure of the compound\ it can be seen that such an in situ
oxidation process can be considered[
A similar study concerning the formation and composition of Fe"II#!Fe"III# hydroxy!
oxalate Green Rust\ GR"C1O1−
3 #\ led to di}erent results ð10Ł^ it was demonstrated that
the composition of GR"C1O1−
3 # stayed invariant during the overall reaction\ from the
beginning of the oxidation of Fe"OH#1 to the end of the oxidation of the GR\ keeping
a Fe"II#:Fe"III# ratio of 2[ The work of Schwertmann and Fechter ð02Ł\ devoted to
1−
GR"Cl−# and GR"SO1−
3 #\ indicates similarly that the composition of GR"SO3 # stays
−
unchanged[ Thus\ the behaviour of GR"Cl # seems to be particular\ likely due to the
unique electric spherical charge permitting a gradual in situ intercalation forbidden for
or SO1−
larger divalent anions\ C1O1−
3
3 [
CONCLUSIONS
The mechanisms of formation of GR"Cl−# are interpreted in relation with the crystal
structure of the Fe"II#!Fe"III# hydroxy!chloride\ which consist of Fe"OH#1−like hydroxide
sheets positively charged due to the presence of some Fe"III# cations\ alternating with
negatively charged interlayers made of Cl− ions and water molecules[ In slightly basic and
chloride!containing aqueous media\ GR"Cl−# should be obtained as a corrosion product
of iron and steels whether by oxidation of an initial ferrous hydroxide layer or by direct
precipitation in the simultaneous presence of ferrous and ferric dissolved species[ Potent!
iostatically induced corrosion of iron in such conditions con_rmed the formation of
GR"Cl−# for potential values predicted by the corresponding E vs pH Pourbaix diagram[
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